Nursery
To make representations of people and objects when drawing. To explore colour,
using a range of media and simple techniques. To begin to draw circles and lines. To
explore colour, using a range of media and simple techniques. Make large scale
representation of vehicles and building using a range of materials and construction
kits. For children to be able to construct with a purpose and safely. To know that
objects can be represented by simple marks on a page. To know that using different
colour, media and techniques will have different effects. To make patterns with paint
and different objects, exploring what happens when you mix colours.

Year 1

Reception
To design a Rangoli pattern.
To use a range of ideas, tools techniques and media to make
crafts for a specific purpose – e.g. Christmas craft, Poppies
for Remembrance, basket or hats for Easter, lanterns for
Chinese New Year etc.
To know that certain patterns, designs and colours may have
a specific meaning within art and cultures.
To give meaning to the marks that are made.
To use role play to show how ‘people In our families Help Us’.

Art
Whole school
Curriculum
overview
Autumn 2021

What is a portrait? Explore famous
portraits. Recognise some works by
famous artists. Use a range of
materials creatively produce a
portrait. Develop drawing, painting
and collage skills.

Year 6
Children will develop their
skills of drawing objects
and buildings from different
perspectives. They will then
have the opportunity to
create their own images
based on real life
observations.

Year 5
Year 2
Aboriginal Art: looking at
the origins of, and
techniques
used
in,
Aboriginal art and creating
our own pieces.

Year 3
Exploring different styles
of art originating from
India.
Discovering a range of
modern day Indian artists.

Year 4
Water- exploring different
techniques with watercolor
paints and printing. We will be
looking at artists Monet and
Hokusai and creating our own
water inspired pieces of art.

The Art of Hiro Isono The
children will explore the art of
fantasy artist ‘Hiro Isono’, How
it impacted modern pop culture
and his particularly style of
fantasy.

